
Our innovative and growing company is looking for an intelligence. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for intelligence

Share threat information locally with approved third parties
Assist in and analyze the results from the exploitation of enemy explosive
ordnance and explosive hazards (including improvised weapons/IEDs) and
their related components for the purpose of providing technical intelligence
to operational elements
Provide multi-source intelligence products, mission planning, and the
dissemination of exploitation data for all TSD COCOM operations
Support and maintain the TSD Document and Media Exploitation (DOMEX)
mission to acquire document, cell phone, video, and computer intelligence
data and disseminate throughout the Intelligence Community
Supervise, train, and certify junior and mid-level intelligence analysts
supporting deployed CEXC platoons
Maintain databases and compare and contrast information from multiple
sources, utilizing current analytical tools
Provide intelligence support to Maritime IED exploitation
Use the WTI lexicon and the Universal profile schema working closely with the
electronic exploitation Lab to create and assign device profiles
Proactively gather information on pre-defined Risk areas (as dictated by the
GSD Risk Register) in order to provide Risk Intelligence to inform and support
relevant departmental strategy
Deputise for the Intelligence Manager as necessary

Example of Intelligence Job Description
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Knowledge of the Sponsor's Agency Data Secure Network (ADSN)
computing environment, the ability to become proficient with such
computing environments quickly
5+ years of experience with providing systems analyst support to the
Intelligence Community
Typically 3-7 years total experience with relevant experience in
customer/competitive insights, product marketing, management consulting
or strategy
Technology industry experience or demonstrable equivalent preferred
Self-starter with the ability to handle multiple tasks and meet assigned
deadlines within short timeframes
Strong written and verbal communication skills with the ability to effectively
articulate a clear narrative for key stakeholders


